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While rotational spectra can be rapidly collected, their analysis (especially for complex systems) is seldom straight-
forward, leading to a bottleneck. The AUTOFIT programa was designed to serve that need by quickly matching rotational
constants to spectra with little user input and supervision. This program can potentially be improved by incorporating an
optimization algorithm in the search for a solution. The Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm (PSO) was chosen for
implementation. PSO is part of a family of optimization algorithms called heuristic algorithms, which seek approximate
best answers. This is ideal for rotational spectra, where an exact match will not be found without incorporating distortion
constants, etc., which would otherwise greatly increase the size of the search space. PSO was tested for robustness against
five standard fitness functions and then applied to a custom fitness function created for rotational spectra. This talk will
explain the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm and how it works, describe how Autofit was modified to use PSO,
discuss the fitness function developed to work with spectroscopic data, and show our current results.
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